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THE

WESTERN MISTIC
WESTERN MINNESOTA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Mooi'head, Minnesota, May 15, 1942

VOLUME LII

Number Seven

MSTC Steps Up Program For Emergency
Army, Marine, Students
Navy Programs
* Available

Stroll Weld-ward Across Campus For Chapel

The United States Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps have recently released
new plans by which high school sen
iors about to enter college and col
lege men can enlist and stay in college
to study and fit themselves for ac
tive duty. MSTC is qualified as a
college wherein this training is avail
able.
MSTC offers courses in physics,
chemistry, shop, meteorology, mathe
matics, mechanical drawing, radio
theory, calculus, trigonometry, astron
omy, statistics, and geology—courses
particularity needed for training for
army ground and flying officer candi
dates, and naval positions.

In The Army
The United States Army offers op
portunities to men of ages 18 to 26
inclusive to become a U. S. Army air
force aviation cadet, under two plans.
Plan A concerns itself with immediate
service and is not recommended for
college students.
Plan B is enlistment on a deferred
basis and is this: men aged 18 to 26
inclusive who are, at the time of their
enlistment, enrolled as full-time un
dergraduate students in accredited
colleges may be enlisted as privates in
the air force enlistment reserve for
future aviation cadet training and de
fer their active duty until the com
pletion of their college course or until
withdrawal from college.
Plying officers are classed into three
groups: bombardiers, navigators, and
pilots. Ground officers are division*• ed: armament, communications, engi
neering, meteorology, and photography.
Qualified high school seniors are
i urged to enter college and to enlist in
the army air force enlisted reserve im
mediately upon entrance.
Aviation cadets in the United States
Army receive $75 per month plus $1
per day of subsistence throughout the
training period. They are also given
a $10,000 government life insurance
policy at government expense which
they may continue at their own ex
pense after they are commissioned.
The total pay and allowances for the
newly commissioned second lieutenant,
who has been appointed a flying offi
cer, is as high as $245 per month (base
pay and allowances plus flying pay
which is one-half of base pay). The
second lieutenant who has qualified as
a ground officer receives the normal
pay and allowances of a second lieu
tenant grade up to $183 a month.

In The Navy
In the navy branch there are the
V-l, V-5, and V-7 programs open.
Under the V-l plan men between 17
and 19 years inclusive, may enlist as
apprentice seamen in the naval re
serve. In applying for V-l, the appli
cant will be given a physical examina
tion which is the same as that given
to all navy volunteers. Later in applit cation for a commission a stiffer phys
ical will be given; therefore, college
will offer regular physical training to
-r help meet the exacting officer stand
ards.
MSTC offers excellent training in
the two fields in which a naval officer
must be especially well grounded—
mathematics and physics. The V-l
program allows completion of approxi
mately one and one-half years of col
lege, after which a competitive writ
ten examination prepared by the navy
is given. Frm the exam results, grad
ed on a nation-wide basis, approxi
mately 20,000 men will be selected for
transfer to class V-5 for aviation ca
det flight training.
If the student has ranked sufficient
ly high in the comprehensive exam
ination, has brought his physical fit
ness up to standards, and displays of
ficer-like qualities and aptitudes, he
will be permitted to finish at least two
(Continued on Page 4)

IT'S WEDNESDAY and Dragon a Part of that broadening viewpoint. known community, state, and national
students stroll over to Weld for the necessary for well-equipped teachers |speakers; programs dealing with var. — ,
and citizens. Music furnished by the i ious phases of the fine arts and sciweekly convocation where students andJ ,band, choir, smaller
.,0, student groups,; ences—all
„ are a part. of- ..
the year's
outside artists and speakers provide j an(j outside artists; lectures by well- chapel schedule.

MSTC InPictorial Cartography
especially beautiful just now, with a
By Margaret Stevens
The MSTC campus, diagrammed, corsage on every twig of the plum
would have the general contours of a trees, and the grass bulging with
menthol cough drop facing west, mag chloropyhll . . . shall we sneak up on
nified several million times and criss- | the dorms from behind and catch
crossed with walks leading to the them unawares? . . . even in these
days of war priorities there are still
buildings around the edges . . .
The North pole, as far as campus men to fit into the laps of parlor
geographers are concerned—and they chairs . . . and when the lads come
are concerned—achieves substance at home on leave, the place looks like an
last in the red brick towers of Weld j
hall, which shyly attempts to conceal
itself behind foliage no higher than
its hips . . . strange noises come from
its interior ... if there isn't band or
choir or Euterpe practice for one of
the many concerts given in its beam
ed and balconied auditorium during
the year, someone is preparing for a
recital in one of the practice rooms,
or playing the Hammond organ, or
rehearsing a play for Mr. Lillywhite,
the director who never yells, or having
an explosion in one of the science lab
oratories . . . then there is the print
shop downstairs, where this paper, the
Western MiSTiC, is set up and run off,
1600 copies a week (not one at a time)
. . .if all else fails, there are the faint
reverberations of Dr. Dildine working
on his boat down in the basement
cloisters of the industrial arts depart
ment.
On down the circle to the campus
school ... of course you realize that
we are going around against the cur
rent, but if anybody «tops us we'll pre
tend we don't know which way is 'to
the right' ... the training school
exudes clean-cut efficiency from every
brick of it modern exterior; and from
its equally clean-cut interior, it exudes
every noon and night the children who
attend the school, in assorted sizes,
from kindergarten through high school
. . . this building leads a life of its
own, being a complete school in itself,
and at the same time providing a test
"PLEDGE WE heart and mind and
soul to her we love—our Alma Mater,"
ing laboratory for student teachers.
Around the curve to the Siamese these words of the MSTC college
hymn show the consuming interest of
twin dormitories, Wheeler and Cornthese two collegians. The entrance
stock halls, being careful not to trip gates pictured, which were erected in
over the landscaping enroute .... the 1933, are the gifts to the college from
: capacious back lawn of Comstock is student organizations and alumni.

From the Portals

army base . . . from the parlor on up
is restricted area, and from the par
lor on down are the dining hall,
kitchen, and laundry, which have pro
bably never been thoroughly charted
. . . want to organize a safari? ... we
don't even know what's in that dark
recess at the back of our closet, and
are afraid to look . . . .
We will just peek around the corner
at the clay-surfaced tennis courts be
hind the dormitories, before going on
—with crutches (we're not accustom
ed to this exercise) . . . .
Across the cough drop from Weld,
sou' by sou'west, is MacLean hall, the
magnetic Southpole . . . entering the j
main doors, and leaping quickly out ;
of range before they slam on us, we
are drawn like a steel filing to the
first floor student exchange . . . here
the students bumble around between
classes as merrily as flies who have
found a hole in a screen door . . . here
most of the academic courses unbend
to let us in on the know . . . here the
window sills of the second floor
MiSTiC office are worn thin by the
elbows of the faithful, who lean the
hours away, looking from below like a
row of potted geraniums . . . here the
Dragon yearbook is born amid a clut
ter of silverprints and discarded copy
. . . . here is Ingleside, where speak
ers speak and conveners convene,
while we sneak out to the kitchen on
the trail of a whiff of coffee aroma
.... here sorority and fraternity mem
bers go 'down under' for Wednesday
meetings in their basement rooms . . .
In back of MacLean, and two quick
jumps across the tunnel—one, on cold
days—is the phy. ed. building, with is
two gymnasiums for parties, basket
ball games, social hours, and, incident
ally, gym classes ... its swimming
pool and the little grey suits to wear
therein, and its locker . and shower
rooms, offices, and ping-pong room,
where anyone opening the door with
out knocking may be pinked with a
ricocheting celluloid sphere . . . out
back, on Memorial field, the football
team furnishes exciting moments for
(Continued on Page 4)

MSTC Offers You...
1. Completion of College Course in 2 '/2 to 3 Tears.

. . . See story column five, this page

2. Completion of Two-Year Course by Fall, 1943.

. . . See story column five, this page

3. For Men 18-20, a Chance to Stay In College While Preparing for
Service in Army Aviation, Naval Aviation, Marine Corps.
. . . See story column one, this page

4. A Streamlined Campus, Modern Commodious Buildings.
5. An Alert and Friendly Faculty, an Up-to-Date Curriculum.
6. A Democratic Student Body.
7. Opportunity for All in Extra-Curricular Activities.
8. Religious, Social, Musical, Forensic, Athletic, Departmental Organ
izations.
. . . t o prepare for leadership a n d citizenship

Calendar Year
Includes Four
Full Quarters
Geared up to wartime tempo with
a calendar year of four full quarters,
Moorhead State Teachers college now
offers high school graduates the
chance to complete the degree cur
riculum in three years, or in the case
of superior students, two and a half
years of continuous attendance.
Similarly the student who wishes
the standard two-year curriculum may,
if he or she is willing to work and
is of good scholastic standing, com
plete this course and be ready to teach
in elementary or rural schools in the
fall of 1943. This is made possible by
entrance into the college June 8 of
this year, attending the summer quart
er; the fall, winter, and spring quart
ers of next year; and the following
summer quarter, with only a few ex
tra credits to be earned during two
quartern out of the five.
For the student who is needed for
agricultural or industrial work at cer
tain seasons of the year—fall or
spring, for example—the flexible cal
endar of this college offers unusual
opportunity. Students may enroll for
one one or more of the four quarters
during the year, and thus may fit
their educational needs to their own
special situations.
TEACHER SHORTAGES
PREDICTED—
College authorities, however, feel
that they should encourage all highschool graduates who think they are
interested in teaching to complete
their curricula as soon as practicable,
because the war is fast creating a
shortage of teachers.
Starting as early as a year ago in
the rural schools, the shortage has
spread rapidly from scientific, indus
trial arts, and physical education fields
as men were called until it is expected
that all fields of teaching will be af
fected.
For complete information about reg
istration, schedules, living accomoda
tions, student fees, etc., write for a
copy of the catalog to the registrar of
the college.

Summer School
Opens June 8
Workshop Feature
Of First Session
A lively summer quarter is anticipat
ed this year with many students of the
regular year expecting to stay on in
order to earn their diplomas sooner,
and with a sizeable group of new high
school graduates entering college now
instead of waiting until fall. Bum
mer school will also offer special op
portunities for the in-service teacher.
Those who have tried it like the
summer quarter, finding the air-con
ditioned classrooms and the morning
classes attractive. College activities in
the summer are informal and are
chiefly recreational in nature. They
are planned for everyone to participate
and get acquainted. For these rea
sons the high school graduate will find
that summer is a good time to start
a college career—even better than in
the fall.
The summer quarter is arranged as
a two-track affair. Those who wish
to begin their college work in June in
order to complete their college educa
tion as soon as possible will stay for
the full quarter, and have a vacation
of two and a half weeks before the
fall term.
Those who have been teaching or
who have only a few credits to com
plete have the choice of enrolling for
either the first session June 8 to July
17, or the second session July 20 to
August 21—or for both.
Special attractions during the first
session of the summer quarter include
the Campus Workshop in Elmentary
Education; the Rural Workshop;
Teaching of Language Arts; Teaching
of Reading; and a new course open to
all students—Orientation intheWorldat-war. The latter, a lecture course
(Continued To Page 4)

Language Division
Adds Spanish
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Petes, Re-Petes Stump Callers, Correspondents

Popular Romance
Languages Featured

MSTC Music
Reaches NW
Communities

Have you ever traveled In Mexico?
Are you ever planning to do so? Then
you should know how necessary it is
to know another language—Spanish.
How much better it would be to know
what you're ordering in a restaurant—
to know that you can acquire and re
ceive correct directions in their native
tongue.
Spanish, the most popular romance
language at the present time, is the
latest addition to the curriculum of
the language department which also
includes French and German. Under
the tutorship of Miss Virginia FitzMaurice, students of the department
can learn to converse in any one or
all of three languages.
More and more rapidly is Spanish
coming into demand—in furthering
our good neighbor policy, for teachers
in high schools and for travel. Stu
dents taking the language keep abreast
of the times by reading the Readers
Digest in Spanish, and by studying
various South American cultures.
On the level of the university offer
ings, any language at MSTC can be
obtained as a minor in three years of
college preparation, or two college
years if with a prerequisite of two
years in high school.
Not only is Spanish in demand, but
French and German are almost neces
sary for anyone planning to enter de
sign or art, dietetics, or medicine as
life careers. Besides Spanish, French
is one of the most important median
of expression in South American
countries.
Miss FitzMaurice, head of the mod
ern language department, has an ex
cellent background and training for
leading the groups. She has studied
in Paris at Sorbonne, lived and trav
elled abroad, and has graduated from
Northwestern university in Evanston.
In addition to these regular aca
demic courses, students intermingle
and assimilate different foreign cul
tures in their language club. Their
activities here include festive dinners
carried out to the nth degree in the
appropriate setting—sometimes Ger
man, sometimes French. They learn
the songs, the ways of these folks;
they carol in French, German, or
Spanish costume and tongue.

Any campus observer will discover
that today the walls of Weld hall are
not the limits of musical activities on
the Moorhead State Teachers college
campus.
Spring recitals in the auditorium
coupled with open windows give one
angle of that statement. From a
broader viewpoint the MSTC musfc
department has grown to be an integra part of northwest music culture.
A release from the department
states that it is now possible for stu
dents to choose either an instrumen
tal or a vocal major of minor. The
former offerings were general majors
and minors in music. A vocal clinic is
announced for late fall, when high
schools will be invited to send in their •
small ensemble groups for critical
analysis and helpiul suggestions for
study and practice.
Emphasizes Practical Music
The MSTC music department em
phasizes practical music—band, choir,
men's ana women's choruses, and pri
vate instruction in piano, organ, voice
and solo instruments included in the
schedule. Class instruction is open
iree of charge to all students who de
sire tire training. The fall and winter
sports programs imd the Dana aading
zest to battles on the gridiron and
basketball iloor. Students and towns
people alike anticipate chapel and eve
ning concerts by the coiorfully-uniiormed organization.
The band director is adding more
new and outstanding numbers to the
library which already contains inter
esting foreign editions not commonly
louna in band repertoire as well as an
abundance of standard selections.
In cooperation with the war effort,
both the band and choir cancelled
plans lor concert tours this spring.
Last year the band visited Minnesota
towns while the choir went south as
iar as Des Moines where they sang
tor the Northwest Music Educators
convention. Besides appearing in con
cert, the 80-voice choir contributes
IT'S CONFUSING and amus-1 it could be simpler if it were Petersen, Shirley M. Peterson, regularly to the chapels. The tradit
ing when these four M. S. coeds not for the fact that all ot< them Harriet I. Pederson and Har- ional Christmas concert by the Eu
-all of the genus Peterson or
Comstock hall. Pictured, riette I. Petersen. ..The girls terpe group is the high spot on the
pre-holiday calendar.
variation thereof—get together
on the outside are sisters.
are Shirlej
Teachers In Campus School
i
to sort mail or telephone calls.
College students put to good use
their their methods and conduction
N. T. C. CONFERENCE
courses and private work teaching in
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE* the campus school.
4
Heading the staff is Mr. Daniel L.
Jan. 15—Winona, there.
Preston, who also directs both the
Jan. 23—Duluth, here.
famed Amphion male chorus and the
Jan. 28—Bemidji, here.
Fargo-Moorhead Women's chorus. Mr.
The English department at MSTC freshman issue of the MiSTiC, fondly ) The debate squad has a membership
Feb. 5—St. Cloud, there.
Bertram McGarrity, outstanding clari
occupies the north side of the second \ termed the "green sheet," while the of twelve. The squad has debated
Feb. 15—Bemidji, there.
netist, is well-known to high school
floor of MacLean from the Dragon regular staff is working with "Liter- St. Cloud, Grand Forks, N. D„ Maystudents
of the area as instructor at
Feb.
26—St.
Cloud,
here.
1
'
ow
npeiorne"
t.hp
orrnna.l
snnnlemenf
ville,
N.
D.,
Valley
City,
N.
D.,
at
Con
office to Prof. B. D. Murray's office, ary Designs", the annual supplement
Fair Hills band camps and to the
March 6—Mankato, there.
one classroom on the south side or j to the MiSTiC published by the cam- cordia college, at North Dakota State
social science side of the hall, a room ' pus chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, nat- college and several times on our own
*Only conference games appear on community as assistant conductor of
the Fargo-Moorhead Civic orchestra.
campus
during
the
past
year.
These
on third floor, and the speech class- i ional English fraternity.
Besides her work as music supervisor
debaters have had about thirty de- this schedule.
room down across from the deans' j Classwork in journalism is under
in the campus elementary and high
offices; all are part of this depart- I Dr. Woodall's experienced guidance. I bates each. College discussion groups
school, Miss Maude Wenck teaches
ment.
Hiere is a class in reporting available 1 were in contests in Mayville, St. Benecollege methods classes and directs
The class work in English requires | in which students do laboratory work
of^North Da^o a^an |
the Euterpe chorus, the college wo
tri-college
discussions
between
NDAC,
some courses in freshman English and in writing for both the college paper
men's group. Mrs. Ross Fillebrown is
Concordia and MSTC.
These
courses
are
constantly
j
and
other
newspapers.
In
addition
to
speech.
instructor of piano and organ.
A forensics contest was held on the
being revised and changed to keep I this, special emphasis is placed upon
campus
for
the
high
schools
which
j
them abreast of the times in texts, ! a class in creative writing, embracing
readings"* and" with "the requirements of not only newspaper and magazine brought over 150 students from 32
rTTV-— was
This
—— sponsored by i Before MSTC teachers-to-be enter
other colleges and universities In ad- ! work, but short stories, poetry, radio j hig hschools.
vanced English the courses are also script, and other literary forms as j the Tau Kappa Alpha chapter on the the campus school to observe the
undergoing a change. In the major well. Dr. Woodall is program chair- • campus,
classroom in action and to make their
and minor fields of English, the em- man of the Delta stanza, of the North j This year the dramatic productions
attempts at teaching they have
phasis is being placed more and more Dakota Poetry society and has been here occupied 60 students in the caste ^ to
problems they will
on modern and on American litera a general director of the South Da and staffs of the senior play, 65 in
meet
by
beginning
courses in psy
the freshman play, 43 in the all-col
ture. The related fields of journalism kota Poetry society.
chology
and
education.
Learning the
lege
play
and
35
in
the
series
of
oneand speech are being more closely al- j
act plays given by the play production "why's and wherefore's" of their own
lied with English because of the call ActivitlJ Varied In
class. The three major plays given conduct helps student teachers under
for English . teachers to supervise
*
were Vivacious Lady, Ever Since Eve
school newspapers and 'coach high Speech- Department
stand why Johnny and Mary act as
school dramatic productions.
and
Letters to Lucerne. There is a j
The forensics squads of MSTC are
they do in the classroom.
Mr. Murray, head of the division of just as active in their way as the dramatic club, the Dragon Masquers,
The how-to-teach angle, including
language and literature, is regent for athletic squads of MS. Five outstand- and two national forensics fraternities
modern methods and practices, is tak
the north central states of Sigma Tau
Delta, national honorary professional ing protegees went to Detroit, Michi- on the campus, Tau Kappa Alpha, and en care of. by technique courses. Re
English fraternity. Miss Delsie Holm- ! gan, for the national Tau Kappa Al- Alpha Psi Omega.
cently a new course, philosophy of ed
The classwork in speech includes
qulst, Miss Ethel Tainter, Dr. A. E. pba discussion contest. Another disucation, has been introduced for sen
Woodall, Miss Mabel Lumley and Mr. j cussion meet that MSTC entered was classes in speech, play production, in
iors. In this subject the graduates are
Lillywhite care for the English, speech
j the Pan-American Relations discus- terpretation, and speech correction. At aided in gathering all the ideas they
and journalism classes. Together with
LOOKING FORWARD to the ifu!
Miss Virginia FitzMaurice, languages, sion at North Dakota university at his entrance, every freshman fills out have acquired together to form a
_ ture and confident of a happy and
and Miss Sarah Hougham and Miss ' Grand Forks. Leona Mae Sharbono a questionnaire on speech and is ex workable philosophy. This is the bag
May Tangen of the library science de from MSTC was the winner and com amined for speech faults by the speech of tools which the beginning teachers •1 successful career at MSTC, enrollees
them into their first
pleasure in extra-curricular en
partment, these teachers make up the peted at Madison, Wisconsin, for a department with the aid of the in- carry with
tertainment in leisure hours.
schools.
(Continued on page 4)
three-months tour of South America.
division.
MSTC has four honorary frater- ^
a i
a
nities in education. Kappa Delta Pi, v_^Oll62J6 /AllHTlS /AfC
national honorary, includes outstand
. ^
. A. ~.v- ing degree students; Lambda Phi Sig- (
The nerve center of the journalism
ma, local, is for those both of the de- j "Proof of the pudding, says Miss
department is built around the Dragon
gree and two-year curricula. The ; Jennie Owens, registrar, is not so
and MiSTiC offices on the second
'... % - ' •••• '
,. ,
.
_. „ . much the student body of college as
kindergarten society, Kappa Pi, and.;
-.->K yaj*/'•';''
floor left of MacLean hall. Adjoin
its alumni. What does the MSTC gradRho Lambda Chi are open to those uate do after he leaves the campus?
i;.
-V
ing the MiSTiC office, which contains
interested in elementary and rural
a semi-circular editorial desk, assign
education fields, respectively.
ment board, make-up board, filing
Dr. A. M. Christensen and Miss
cabinets, and other useful equipment,
Georgina Lommen, heads of education
is Dr. A. E. Woodall's office. Dr.
and of the campus school respectively,
Woodall supervises the publication of
are co-chairmen of the professional
the MiSTiC, the college paper, and
education division. Education courses
the Dragon, the college yearbook. The
are offered by Dr. C. P. Lura, Dr. E.
Dragon office is to the left of Dr.
M. Spencer, Miss Alice Corneliussen,
Woodall's realm and opens on "the
Miss Martha Kleppe, and by depart-

Speech, Journalism More Closely Allied To
English To Meet Teachers' Current Demands

Education Courses
Give Students
Teaching Technique

Dragon and MiSTiC
Main Publications

A Bit of Eavesdropping From a College Hit
i

„

.

„ „ %'•

...

it

. -

... ....

It's Not All Work

^ Proof of Pudding

Six Departments To Offer Teacher-Librarian
Course Introduced
New Recreational Minor
Too long has the community recretion leader been versed in but one
phase of activity, that of athletics.
MSTC realizes the need for a more
balanced program in order to meet
the increasing demands of society. It
is the people of the community to
whom recreational facilities are not
avaialable, the worker or part time
worker, which the modern leader must
* reach.
Then too, the leader must not be a
director of just one or any activity;
^ the person should be a coordinator and
have the potentialities of recognizing
qualities of leadership in the fields of
journalism, speech, fine arts, indus
trial education, music and athletics.
To fit the college students of today
to cope with these situations a minor
in recreation is offered co-operatively
by six departments of MSTC. To be
eligible for this minor a student must
be certifited by the recreational advis-

ory committee as possessing those
qualities and training which give rea
sonable assurance of success in the
field of recreation.
The basic course will be a lecture
seminar type offered cooperatively by
faculty members with additional lec
tures by other experts in the field.
Credit will be given for actual lead
ership such as coaching a home tal
ent play of a nearby community, in
structing craft work, handling the rec
reation stories for local newspapers or
directing athletic events.
The idea originated with Miss Flora
Frick of the physical education di
vision. Miss Frick has long been
aware that the recreational work in
all fields required other than athletic
talents. She had been working with
members of the other college divisions
to offer a full, well-arranged, "all
around" course.

Math, Science
Divisions Play New
Role In War Era

Cagers Toss One In

Being teacher-librarian—this is a
specialized job in Minnesota schools
and calls for nine college hours of
school library science together with
knowledge of adolescent and children's
literature. Moorhead State Teachers
college is one of the few institutions
in all this area where this training
will be offered during the school year
1942-43.
Usually this person is a teacher of
English, though that is not always
the case. A course in high school lit
erature will be offered in the fall
term. Organization and administra
tion of the small school library will
be taught by lecture and laboratory in
the winter term. In the spring the
qualified student may complete the
state requirements by taking the
course labeled The School Library as
an information laboratory, and as ob
servation and practice work.

MS Increases Phy. Ed.
Program For Defense
Grid Captain

Composite Major
I Offered Students
In Social Sciences

TRAINING AND REACREATION

This year instead of having separate
science and history majors, the de
FLOYD G A K \ EN, captain and
partments have combined to form a
guard on the football squad, will take
composite major in social sciences.
the Dragons through their paces on
The social science department of
Memorial field this fall.
fers many opportunities among which i
is the preparation for civil service
work. Among graduates in social
science work are Mr. Arthur J. HolCourses, equipment, and extra-cur
mos, who is now administrative offi
ricular activity in biology are selected
to meet several aims—to give all MS
cer in the division of labor, office of I
students a background for practical
agricultural defense relations, and Mr. i
and Intelligent interest in themselves
; Verne B. Lewis, who is now working
A distinctive feature of the first
and their relation to living things
in the treasury department at Wash state institution for the education of
about them; to meet the pressing de
ington, D. C. Both received their teachers, which was established in
mand for more adequately trained
Lexington, Mass., was a model school
teachers in science, both in elementary
training at MSTC.
where students could observe and
and secondary schools; and to provide
A new course offered by Prof. S. G.
do practice teaching. It was recogpre-medical, pre-dental, and pre-nursBridges, head of the history depart | nized then that we learn to do by
lng training so necessary now with
ment, is the study, The Family, which doing.
increasing shortages of doctors, den
One of the most extensive and best
is limited to juniors and seniors.
tists and nurses.
Instead of presenting history of finished buildings on the campus is
The biology laboratories are ample,
the building housing the campus
wel-equipped, and up-to-date. Equip
long ago, Mr. Charles Green in his schools. The campus schools consist
ment includes many microscopes,
course, Introduction to Historical Re of the college elementary school and
slides, models, charts, extensive teach
search,
has this year been offering a the college high school. They provide
Nelson,
BEHIND THE "44" "Curls"
ing collections and projection lan
lanky
Dragon
basketball
captain,
study
of
the present-day world affairs. laboratory facilities for students speci
terns and slides. New additions con
One of the newest developments in alizing in elementary and secondary
stantly increase the collections of na watches a shot roll over the rim. The
tive plants, birds, and other animals. scene is a cage classic in the big gym the social science department has been education, respectively. The elemen
tary school consists of an unusually
A relatively rare whistling swan, and of the MSTC physical education build the reorganization of the Internationattractive kindergarten, now enrolling
a sandhill crane are the most recent j ing.
al Relations club under the direction 46 pupils, and of six grades, enrolling
and dramatic acquisitions. (Univer
of Dr. Joseph Kise, head of the polit- ;132 pupils. Work in this school is con
sity of Minnesota scientists spent some
ical science department. The club is - ducted By eight highly-specialized
time last fall photographing the large
In this issue a committee of stu sponsored by the Carnegie endow- ; supervisors. The college high school,
colony of sandhill cranes which an
a six-year high school organized to
nually spend several weeks near Moor
dents and faculty co-operate to ment. Its purpose is to instruct and meet state department of education
head, one of the few stops these birds
bring you a picture of college life, discuss relations of the United States requirements and recognized by the
make in the U. S.)
studies and opportunities at MSTC. and the rest of the world. The group North Central Association of Second
Kodachrome and black-and-white
ary Schools and Colleges, enrolls 145
meets alternately on Mondays of each students and is operated by seven in
lantern slides of local plants and aniHH
mals are extensively used to bring ! important from a cultural point of month and discusses primarily pres
structors who are highly trained in
out-of-season life into the classroom, view.
ent war conditions.
secondary education.
The armed forces need good geo
and staff members are continually
graphers.
Meteorology
and
cartogra
adding new color shots to the series.
Now that MS has acquired a sound phy are important phases of war.
projector, motion pictures will also be Many graduates of MSTC who have
used. Whenever practical, students specialized in map-making are now
study living things first hand on instructors of cartography in army
The meterological courses
pleasant field trips during sunny days camps.
have been accelerated due to the sud
in fall and spring.
Last fall majors and minors in bi den demand by . prospective army,
ology organzied a Biology club on navy, and marine men. The depart
their own initiative. Meeting once a ment is fully equipped and serves as
month this year they have practiced a veritable weather department.
Working in close connection with
making microscope slides for their own
future use; they have learned some Dr. Joseph R. Schwendeman's geo
thing of the uses of photography as a graphy department is the Geography
teaching aid and hobby interest; and Council, made up of students major
they have obtained interesting instruc ing or minoring in geography. Dur
tors from neighboring colleges to ing the last year the council has been
active in presenting motion pictures,
speak to them.
Both Dr. Glenn C. Dildine and Dr. some open to the general public. The
Jonathan J. Westfall attempt to inter council has also presented several
est students in their natural environ speakers in the field and sponsors an
ment, to provide students with the in annual tour. This year the council
formation they need to interpret their went to the Black Hills.

Biology—

Campus School
Well Equipped

Special MiSTiC

Physical Science—
We all recognize the increasing im
portance of the physical sciences in
the warring world of today. Chemis
try played the major role in the last
war, and is still vital in this war. How
ever, physics is taking over the lead
now with emphasis on practical elec
tricity. Detectors for submarines and
aircraft, radio communications, and
the control apparatus of mechanized
warfare are all electrically operated.
Recognizing the need for training
men to run the machines of the army,
the air corps, and the navy, physical
science at MSTC provides the funda
mental courses. In addition, Mr. Farsons is now conducting a special federaly-supervised course in electronics
to train men for all kinds of radio
work, and a more advanced course in
the same sequence is in prospect.

Mathematics—

The mathematics department has
experienced a rather sudden rise in
enrollment, due to the interest taken
in math and related sciences by pros
pective army and navy men. Algebra
and trigonometery are offered every
year and many men enrolled in the
various army and navy officer train
ing programs. Today more opportuni
ties for work are provided in mathe
matics, algebra, and other related sub
jects not only in the armed forces,
but in defense industries. Especially
useful in wartime is the correlated
work in mathematics and physical
science.
Superintendents and school board
members feel that teachers should
possess skills and good reasoning ability in arithmetic. The required course
in teaching of arithmetic stresses
these qualities as weii as the teaching

skills themselves.
Mathematics is important in alThe importance of geography can- : most every field. Whether in teachnot be over-emphasized. In the close- | -ng Qr jn more technical work, Miss
ly-knit world of today, a knowledge Katharine Leonard emphasizes that a
of foreign peoples, their habits and
customs**and modes "of "living is es- j good background in math is almost a
cAntial
However, geography is also ; necessity.

Geography—

For any student who is interested
in physical education or organized
athletics, MSTC provides a well-bal
anced program, wherein one may not
only participate and develop one's
ability in the more important sports
but may familiarize himself with a
grea^ many of the lesser-known games.
The physical education department
divides its instruction into two gen
eral groups; first for those students,
both two-year and four-year, who in
tend to teach physical education, and
second, for students who take these
courses merely for the recreation and
exercise and as a primary requirement
for graduation.
For people who expect to teach
physical education in high schools,
MSTC is exceptionally well-equipped.
It is the only school In the surround-

DRAGON FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE

1942
Sat., Sept. 26—Concordia, here.
Fri., Oct. 2—Duluth, here, conference
Fri., Oct. 9—Bemidji, there, confer
ence.
Fri., Oct. 16—Mankato, there, con
ference.
Fri., Oct. 23—St- Cloud, here, confer
ence.
Fri., Oct. 30—Yankton, here.
Fri., Nov. 6—Jamestown, here.

ing territory that offers a major In
the field. This major equips the per
son possessing it to act as a physical
education instructor in any high
school in the country. Another dis
tinction of the MSTC department is
that it is the only teachers college and
the only local college that has a nat
ional women's physical education fra
ternity. This society, Delta Psl Kap
pa, is of a professional, not an honor
ary nature.
In the fall, the physical education
classes participate in field hockey,
soccer, and speedball. In the winter
time, students take over the facilities
of both gyms for basketball, volley
ball, badminton, shuffleboard, pingpong ,and tap, social, and folk danc
ing. Activities in the spring turn to
archery, softball, tennis, badminton
outside, and horseshoe.
Courses are offered all through the
year in instructional s w i m m i n g .
Classes are conducted under a coach
ing system rather than group instruc
tion. Official Red Cross water safety
instructors give individual attention to
beginners. Outstanding swimmers are
sent each year to the Red Cross aqua
tic school at Excelsior, near Minne
apolis, to learn new methods of teach
ing. These students repay the school
for this trip through their services in
the pooL
MSTC is the only college for a
radius of 100 miles that has a swim
THIS TIME it's not off the deep end for this MSTC a'hlete. The tile ming pool, so intercollegiate competi
tank (MSTC is the only college within a large radius with a pool) is a major
attraction in the physical education building both for classwork and recre tion is infrequent. The pool is open to
ational swimming and diving.
students at all times but is restricted
to individual groups at certain times
during the week.
FACILITIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Besides the availability of the pool
for recreation, MSTC has four new
During the year the student com- | stad, education; Ruth Carlson, Felton,
mission has sponsored several chapel social; Tony Malfeo, Staples, athletics; clay tennis courts, a ping-pong room,
George Scanlon, Moorhead, properties; and a large skating rink. Equipment
programs,
weekly
Marjorie Anderson, Warren, religion; for these sports and others, including
social hours in the
Shirley Peterson, Ada, pep; Elaine badminton, archery, etc., is available
little gym and for
Mee, Moorhead, publicity; and Doug
ums in Ingleside,
at all times.
las Murray, Wadena, music.
and has inaugu
In organized athletics, Moorhead is
Freshman orientation is the first
rated a s a l v a g e
activity of the student commission in j always well represented. The college
and war stamps
the fall followed by homecoming ac is a member of the Northern Teachers
campaign in con
tivities in October. The winter quart College conference, including Bemidji,
nection with the
er activities were highlighted by the
war forum assem
a l l c o l l e g e p r o d u c t i o n a n d S a d i e Duluth, Mankato, St. Cloud, and Win
blies.
ona. Competition is carried on in foot
Hawkin's party.
The newly-electA new woman director of athletics ball, basketball, track and tennis. The
;d MSTC studentMaynard
has been established and Astrid Ros Dragons play a 20-22 game schedule
c o m m i s s i o n of
Reynolds
1942-43 under the leadership of May- ier, Fertile, has been appointed to in basketball and a seven or eight
nard Reynolds, Moorhead, includes 1 work under the regular athletic com
game football schedule each year. Ath
Ruth Gilbertson, Roseau, secretary- missioner. The student commission is
treasurer; Stanley Campbell, Moor under the direction of Dr. Glenn C. letic director Ed Hammer also acts as
head, forensics; Hjordis Jorve, Hal- Dildine.
head coach in all three major sports.

College Tank Lures Man Overboard

world. This aim applies both to bi
ology majors and minors and to other
students not specializing in the field.

With the new demand for physical
fitness, body-building, health for de
fense—call it what you will—MSTC
has increased its already adequate
physical education program to corres
pond with governmental requests. In
compliance with the navy's V-l, V-5,
and V-7 plans of student enlistment,
the men's phjsical exercise require
ments will be made similar to those
of regularly enlisted men. Organized
calisthenics will be the keynote of the
new program for men and the full
facilities — parallel bars, horizontal
bars, and exercising horse provided
in the small gym for these exercises—
will be utilized. This is only one phase
of the physical education program at
the college but in the light of the
present situation it has gained addi
tional importance.

Commission Sponsors Homecoming,
Frosh Orientation, Chapels, Forums
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Classes, Lxtra-Curricular Work
Are Varied In Art Department
The art department is situated on
the third floor of MacLean hall in
two large, sunny studios, one facing
south and one facing west. Art work
of all descriptions hangs about the
walls; charcoal, pencil drawings, pos
ters and pastels. A statue or two may
be found in the neghborhood, and any
number of objects d'art made by peo
ple in craft classes are on display.
EXHIBITS SCHEDULED
The possibilities for extra-curricular
activities in the art department are
many and varied. The art club, com
prising 25 members in the fall and
winter term and 35 in the spring
term, sponsors several exhibits every
year. These people are taking art
courses and have attained scholarship
in them. Their annual exhibit of
student's art each spring includes a
large representation from the indus
trial art department, a craftwork ex
hibit, and a pottery exhibit, which are
arranged and hung by the members
of art classes. This year the exhibit
is held May 18. Two demonstrations
are planned; one in silk screen paint
ing and one in animal drawing by
Miss Orabelle Thortvedt.
The Art club purchases a memorial
in the form of some art work to im
prove the beauty of the school each
year. One of their recent acquisitions
was one of the potted palms standing
outside of the office on the second
floor. For the past two years the Art
club has made trips to Minneapolis.
STUDENTS DO DRAGON ART
For the person interested in apply
ing his art in other fields, the art
work of the Dragon yearbook, and the
illustrations in the MiSTiC are done
by people in art classes. Literary De
signs, the annual literary supplement
to the MiSTiC, is illustrated entirely
by art students. The art department
also paints sets and helps with the
"artier" effects in the staging of the
college plays. There is a good oppor
tunity for extra art work in mak
ing publicity and posters for the wide
variety of student activites on the
campus.
Among the classes in the art studios
are art elements, which is required of
two year students and those taking
work in major and minor fields, and
an art appreciation course, which at
tempts to give an appreciation of the
fine arts through a general knowledge
and understanding of them.
ART CLASSES
Then in actual doing classes there
are applied design and craft classes in
which students make things with
wood, plastic, paper and other mater
ials. In major and minor fields of
art work there are courses offered in
stage design, structure, drawing and
painting with different mediums, col
or work, pottery making and modeling
for whtch purposes the art depart
ment has its own kiln for firing cera
mic pieces, and a course in home dec
oration. There are also some classes
in art history offered which tie up
with art appreciation.
There is an interesting cooperation
between the art department and the
industrial arts department courses.
Art students may elect certain courses
in the industrial arts department such
as the art metal courses, and graphic
arts. Industrial arts students are al
lowed to elect several courses in the
fine arts department. This makes the
work even more varied and gives a stu
dent a chance to broaden his work
in either field.
STAFF PERSONNEL
...The art department is staffed by
Mr. Nels Johnson, an dMiss Matilda
Williams. Mr. Johnson's room faces
south toward the phy. ed. buildings and
Miss Williams' domain overlooks the
west lawn. This summer the art de
partment will be open for both sum
mer sessions. During the first six
weeks Miss Williams will have charge
of the department. There will be three
courses given: Craftwork, Techniques
in the Teaching of Art in the Primary

Grades, and Art Elements. The first
two courses will be completed during
the first session, the third will be
continued by Mr. Johnson during the
second session. Mr. Johnson will also
have a class in applied design at that
time.
Throughout the summer Mr. John
son will be in the department ready
to give private instruction in painting
•wi modelling.

Campus Map—
(Continued from Page 1)
fall homecoming fans, while Manny
Marget broadcasts over the local sta
tion ... in the spring, the Dragon re
lays attract athletes from a wide area
. . . . queens reign on both of these
dates that the coeds draw circles
around on their calendars . . .
Let's use the west door of the phy.
ed. building on our way out, walking
past MacLean again, past Dr. Westfall's favorite Pfitzer junipers, past
several bicycles leaning in their racks,
and out the gates, to catch a ride with
Oscar the bus driver down to the vil
lage for a coke . . .

COMES OCTOBER—parents, stu
dents and faculty gather in the col
lege dining hall in Comstock hall for
the luncheon which is only one of
many features on the annual Parent's

They Toot For

Friday, May 15, 1942
Dr^on

MSTC Library
Is Progressive
200 Periodicals Are
Received Each Month

How many current periodicals are
stacked each month on MSTC's edu
cational table? Forty or fifty would
not be an uncommon number for a
college library, but here at MSTC
TWO HUNDRED are received each
month.
According to the staff, the library
wing houses 24,441 volumes. Books
and magazines provided to students
and the community include those not
only of departmental interest but also
of general and cultural values. The
stacks are being increased each year
with an average of 1800 valumes. A
large part of these are concerned with
FRENCH HORN players from the MSTC concert band pose in full outstanding biographies, material on
regalia and action. They are probably playing "Fight Dragons Fight" or world affairs, and fiction.
some other Dragon battle song.
Add to these figures the fact that
practically the entire stock has been
I accumulated since the fire which de
stroyed the old main building in 1931,
and it can be concluded that the
MSTC library is a progressive one.
Three trained librarians, Miss Sarah
Hougham, Mrs. Grace Goodsell and
Miss May Tangen, are the people in
charge of this important unit of
More than ever the MSTC industrial Summer Classes.
arts department has taken on added
This summer classes will be offer MSTC.
The library is located in the east
importance, for the demand for teach ed in woodwork and art metal work.
ers in this field has greatly exceeded During former summer sessions keen wing of MacLean hall and it includes
the supply. The necessity for conser interest has been displayed by the spacious reading rooms as well as
vation of materials has resulted in a young women who have taken this stacks which are open to everyone.
new course in upholstery work and type of work. Craft workers, camp The two lafrge reading rooms are well
furniture repair, and another in lathe and scout workers, or hobbyists, or lighted and are pleasant for reading
turning. Other courses are in bench those who wish to gain a broader and study. Several smaller rooms are
and machine lathes, lathe forging, background in the industrial arts field provided for group work and commit
! welding, metal work, wrought iron, find many types of projects that they tee meetings. One is frequently set
aside for reading and display of de
printing, including platen press and can work out.
bate materials and another for chil
cylinder press work, and mechanical
For the young men who are con dren's literature books.
and architectural drawing.
templating college work, the summer
Equipment Extensive.
The library contains all the possible
Metal shop equipment includes two session offers an opportunity to begin tools for use in locating materials such
bench machine lathes, several forges courses in several fields so that ac as the card catalog, the Reader's
and anvils, sheet metal forming mach quaintances can be begun and a good Guide, and the Educational index. All
ines, soldering and brazing equipment, start made. The shop is open all day; library materials can be checked out
and an oxy-acetylene unit. This af regular classes are held in the morning for outside use. The library is open
fords work with a variety of metals, and students may work on projects all school days and school evenings
and also on Saturday mornings.
both with iron and steel, as well as in the afternoon.

Industrial Department
Oflers Practical Courses

the finer or art metals. The wood
work shop is equipped with hand and
table saws, router and shaper, three
wood lathes and a good assortment
of hand tools.
In Henry Weltzin, head of the de
partment, students find a friendly and

™structor. He gives much inattention to all of the stud
ents of his department, and graduates
day program.
have responsible positions in many
states.
An important job of the industrial
arts department is the printing of the
Western MiSTiC. For this purpose a
new Pony Muehle printing press has
Maynard Reynolds, Moorhead, pre
been acquired.
sided as toastmaster when members
of the Dragon band met Thursday
evening in the South room of the
Gardner hotel for their annual ban
(Continued From Page 1)
quet.
The program was comprised of a carrying two hours of credit, may be
talk by Director Bertram McGarrity; taken in addition to the regular load.
Living expenses for the summer
a humorous reading by Jean Rutkowski, Climax; a cornet solo by Jack are moderate. The tiled indoor swimChristianson, Moorhead high; and ! a^nS pool, finest in the northwest
several vocal selections by a quartet 1 area, is open to both experienced and
made up of Gerhardt Wentz, Moor- 1 inexperienced swimmers. Softball, tenhead, John McDonald, Hawley, and nis, badminton, archery, shuffle board
Monroe Balkenol and Douglas Murray, —these are just a few of the diversions
Wadena.
possible. Study space is provided in
Heading arrangements for the ban the spacious library rooms. The lib
quet were Janice Christensen, Moor- rary and the dormitory dining room,
head, and Charles Lewis, Hawley. Oth- ' open to all, are "coolest spots in town."
er committees appointed were: invi- j Those who wish more information
tations, Irma Vanderhoef, Wadena. (about coursss offered, registration,
and Valborg Holm, Moorhead; pro- : fees, rooms, board, or class schedules
gram, Florence Felde, Fargo, Douglas for the summer should write immediMurray, Wadena, and Shirley K. Pet- ately to the Registrar, State Teachers
erson, Ada.
: College, Moorhead, Minnesota.
a

A Browser In the Library Stacks

wlse

dividual

Band Members Hold
Annual Banquet

Summer School

MS Grads Gain Experience

English Unit—
(Continued from Page 2)
structor. Those who stutter, stammer,
have poor voices, or pronounced ac
cents which can be corrected are help
ed along by some one who has had
the course in speech correction. Some
40 freshmen took this sort of help this
year, and nearly 200 have been aided
in the past several years.
Mr. Herold Lillywhite, who heads
this department, is the district gov
ernor of the north central states area
of Tau Kappa Alpha, national forenslcs fraternity. He is also an associate
in the American Speech Correction
association.

victories

GUNDERSON SCHOOL is one of the nine rural schools affiliated with
the MSTC education department. Students working for their standard twoyevar certificates do part of their student teaching in these schools... Those
who receive their bachelor of science degrees in education take their interneship in the campus elementary and high school directed by Miss Georgina
Lommen with Dr. Ella Hawkinson as principal.
\

IN ONE of the most modern and fully-equipped libraries in the state,
MSTC students find ample opportunity to browse around and delve into
the "best that's been thought and said in the world."
1

as Ensign, his pay is $205 a month
plus generous allowances. In the V-7
program the pay ranges from $65 per
(Continued front Page 1)
calendar years at college before be month as reserve midshipman to $125
ing transferred to the V-5 program plus allowances as ensign.
for training to be an officer pilot. As
soon as the transfer to V-5 takes I
place, the student is placed on ac
tive duty. After successfully complet
Aviation flight training with the
ing his flight training an aviation
United States Marine Corps is open
cadet is commissioned as an ensign.
From the V-l apprentice seamen, to men not less than 20 and not over
who successfully complete one and 26 years old. Active duty enlistment,
one-half calendar years of college including training, lasto for four years.
work and pass the navy comprehen To be eligible, applicants must have
sive exam above a certain level, who
completed not less than two years of
meet the physical fitness standards,
training at an accredited college or
15,000 per year will be transferred to
university.
V-7 enlistment status and be permit
More than 200 hours in the air and
ted to continue their college course in
training
in various types of aircraft
an inactive duty status up to a bache
including
primary, observation, scout
lor's degree, taking curricula accept-,
ing,
torpedo
and fighting planes are
able to the navy department. On com
pletion of their college work, the en required in the training. A commis
tire number will be given reserve mid sion as second lieutenant in the Uni
shipman training leading to a com ted States Marine Corps Reserve is
mission in the naval reserve. The granted upon completion of flight
bachelor of science degree in educa training.

Military Set-Up—

The Marines

tion granted by MSTC will qualify a
student for the V-7 officer's training
program.
The V-l Naval program then, offers
several advantages now: the student
can stay in college; he is already in
his country's service by staying in col
lege and qualifying for active ser
vice; and he has a head start toward
an officer's commission.
An aviation cadet's (V-5) pay is
$75 per month while in training per
iod; when he receives his commission

A second lieutenant in the U. S.
Marine Corps receives $90 per month,
plus uniforms and lodgings while un
dergoing advanced flight training at a
naval reserve aviation base, $105 per
month while undergoing advanced
training, and $205 while on active duty
as a second lieutenant, plus uniform
allowance when commissioned. A $10,000 government life insurance policy is
issued, and the premiums are paid by
the marine corps during the flight
training period.

Supplement to the Western MiSTiC

Former Student
Wins Scholarship

MiSTiC
Musings
Football heroes take the glory in
•he fall; cage stars carry honor-through the winter; sprintmen kick
their heels in spring. That seems to
fill a year but the job isn't done until
we students accord the MSTC music
department the honors due them. If
that is our wish we can show our
appreciation in attending the music
concerts and recitals now in progress.
After all, though, duty isn't what
makes Dragons applaud the MSTC
band. Their spring concert is schedu^d for May 25 at 8:15 p. m. That's
the Monday nigh,', before exams so be
gin to do your studying now and we'll
meet you there.

Owls Buy Defense Bond

The Owl fraternity set an
example for other organizations
on the campus at their Wed
nesday meeting when they
moved to buy a $25.00 war
savings bond. The bond was
purchased from the student
commission sales bureau. It
was payable to the president
of the Owl fraternity of 1952.
The bond was undersigned by
faculty members Jim Schroeder and Joseph Kise.
The Alpha Epsilon songfest of a
week back brought up some commen
dations and opinions from interested
persons.
Some noted the good tone quality
of the groups. Another opinion ad
vanced was that, besides providing the
socializing influence, the A. E. tradi
tional gathering could be enlarged
Into a massed glee club at the same
time retaining the separate perform
ances. In that way the music educa
tion values would increase. On the
whole the songfest from the music
standpoint is considered good because
it reaches those students who are not
in the muical organizations.

Helen McClurg, a graduate of the
college high school in 1938 and a stu
dent at MSTC during '38-'39, receives
her B. A. degree this spring at the
University of Oklahoma. Miss Mc
Clurg has also received a $300 scholar
ship for graduate work in economics
at the University. She has been elect
ed to Phi Beta Kappa, national fra
ternity.
She will be sent to the Institute of
World affairs to be held at Salisbury,
Conn., from June 27 to August 1. This
institute is sponsored by the Students'
International union. Sir Norman Angell will head the institute. Thirty
students from North and South Am
erica have been chosen to attend this
institute, Miss McClurg being one of
those chosen.

New Deudline
Next week's MiSTiC will
come out on Thursday because
classes will not be held on Fri
day. A special note to MiSTiC
reporters — deadlines will be
Tuesday and Wednesday noon.

Seven Graduates
Receive Placement
Miss Georgina Lommen, director of
the campus school announces the
placement of six two-year students
this week. Lucy Hanson, Crookston,
has been placed at Winger, Minne
sota; Esther Johnson, Pelican Rapids,
in Waseca county; Phyllis Steffen, De
troit Lakes, in Becker county; Edith
Trana, Vining, in Ottertail county,
Helen Uthus, Fargo, Grygla, and Jeanette Greenfield, Wolverton, Wilken
county, district 42.
Jule Crume, Glyndon, a degree stu
dent, has accepted a position at Battle
Lake, Minnesota, where she will teach
English and dramatics.

Gr'ads In Varied Branches Of Service;
Parsons Appointed To Intelligence
Alumni news these days is dominatecb by messages about boys in the
nation's service..
Sergeant A1 Gronner, who left
M^TC just a short time ago to resume
his duties in service, writes back to
say that he is again in the full swing
of army life. He expects to be trans
ferred from Berkeley, Calif., to the
air base at Alameda in the near fu
ture. Gronner mentioned a recent
meeting with Col. Nemzek ("Sliv" to
MSTC) who was at the Berkeley camp
on inspection. Col. Nemzek is also
at Alameda.
Gordon Hundeby, a graduate of last
year, writes from Jefferson barracks,
Mo., to tell of his experiences since
he enlisted in the army last Novem
ber. Since taking primary training
in the small city of Stanford, Texas,
he has traveled nearly ten thousand
irriles. Previous to his present loca
tion, he was in pilot training in the
navigation school at Mather field near
Sacramento. Hundeby expressed an
interest in going into the meteorology
field, a work in which his college
science and mathematical training will
be valuable.
One of last year's students who join
ed army ranks last summer, Norman
Carlson, has the rank of sergeant
following a recent appointment. He
is stationed at Shofield barracks in
Hawaii.
jA message concerning Walter Olson,
,WhO attended MSTC from 1938 to 1941,

SPRING
SUITS & TOPCOATS

comes from the Ninth Naval district,
in Great Lakes, 111. Olson has enlist
ed in the United States naval reserve
and is now undergoing training as a
yeoman, third class, at the station in
Great Lakes.
Kenneth Christensen, B. E., 1938, a
former editor o fthe MiSTiC, expects
to be inducted into the army soon.
He recently resigned his position as
assistant in the speech department
at the University of South Dakota to
help on his father's farm.
On April 29, Lieutenant Ruben L.
Parsons, Battle Lake, who received his
B. E. degree at MSTC in 1932, was
appointed intelligence officer of an
infantry regiment stationed at Fort
Jackson, S. C.
Parsons received his M. A. in geo
graphy in 1934 at Clark University,
Worcester, Mass. He has worked for
the Tennessee Valley Authority and
the United States Soil commission and
was head of the geography department
at the Alabama State Teachers col
lege, Troy, Ala., from January, 1937,
to August, 1941.
While at MSTC, Parsons was a mem
ber of Company F of the national
guard. In January, 1932, he received
a commission as second lieutenant in
the officer reserve corps. Since being
inducted into active service in August,
1941, he has been at the Infantry
school, Fort Benning, Ga., and in
structor in combat intelligence work
at Camp Croft.

SHEAFFER

New Colors

$1 to $10
Complete Drug Service

520 Center Ave.

Moorhead

New Patterns
New Models
BUY YOUR NEW SUIT OB
TOPCOAT NOW
NO SALES TAX
We Give S & H Green Stamps

BRIGGS FLOWERS
Every Occasion Calls
For Them
Our Service Makes It Easy For
You to be Thoughtful

DIAL 3-1373

BRIGGS FLORAL CO.
I^rhead

Minnesota

Lilac Tea
The traditional Lilac tea
honoring spring graduates will
be given in Ingleside on Mon
day, May 25, from 3:30 to 5:00
p. m. by the deans, Mrs. Jessie
Askegaard and Dr. C. P. Lura.
Assistants for the occasion will
be members of the freshmen
class. All degree seniors and
graduating sophomores are in
vited to attend.

Dragons Win First
Cobber Game, 5-4
Herb Colmer's baseball team cap
tured the first leg of the intra-city
baseball title last Monday with a 5-4
defeat of the Concordia Cobbers in
the Moorhead ball park. Each team
scored all their runs in one-inning ral
lies, the Cobbers in the first and the
Dragons in the third.
Both teams tightened up their de
fense for the remaining six innings,
playing scoreless, errorless ball. Each
team's single error occurred in the
first three innings.
John MacDonald, Dragon pitcher,
settled down after a brief period of
wildness in the first inning to hold
the Cobbers to four hits. The Con
cordia hurler, Johnny Saul, allowed
nine hits to the Dragons. Fett, Garven, and Manager Colmer accounted
for two each each.
The Dragons scored all of their runs
on two-base hits. Fett doubled to
start things off and scored on a single
by Zuehlsdorff. MacDonald walked to
put two men on base and Colmer
brought them in with a double. Garven doubled to score Colmer and Deike
brought Garven in with a well-placed
single.

Moorhead, Minnesota
Our 26th Years

Murray^ Dildine Participate In
Inter-Faculty Meet At Bemidji
Saturday, May 23.
General theme of the conference will
be Reorientation in Teacher Educa
tion Demanded by the Present World
Crisis.
At the first general session on Fri
day, May 22, representatives from each
of the six colleges in the conference
will present a summary of the topic;
What the Teachers Colleges of Min
nesota have Done to Date to Meet
the Demands of the Immediate Situa
tion.
Coordinator of the Saturday session,
in which chairman of the divisions
will discuss the general theme of the
Thursday, May 7, the Dragon Mas conference, is Dr. E. W. Beck of Be
quers held election of officers for the midji State Teachers college.
coming year. Max Powers, Lake City,
was elected president; Fern Piper,
Davenport, N. D., vice president, and
Jean Rutkowski, Climax, secretarytreasurer.
Wednesday, May 13, initiation ser
vices were held for Bernardine Tivis,
The Dragon tracksters scored a com
Fargo, and Fern Piper, Davenport, N. paratively easy win over teams from
D. Lunch was served by Florence Or- Concordia and Wahpeton Science
vik, Shelley, Jean Page, Beltrami, and school on the MSTC track Thursday
afternoon. The Hammer-men count
Jeanette Greenfield, Wolverton.
Plans were made for the picnic ed 60 points to 34 2-3 for Concordia
which is to be held jointly with the and 31 1-3 for Wahpeton.
The Dragons walked away with nine
TKA and Alpha Psi Omega soon.
firsts in the fourteen events and got
second in five others. Gordon (Curls)
TRACK MEET RESULTS Nelson, lanky Moorhead weight man
Mile Run—4 min. 50.5 sec.—King, tied with Marth of Wahpeton for indi
Wahpeton, first; Seastrand, Concordia, vidual scoring honors. Each man tal
second; Sundstad, Wahpeton, third.
lied 16 points.
Forseth of MSTC
440 yd. Run—55 esc.—Marth, Wah scored 11 for third. Nelson won first
peton, first; Helgeson, Moorhead, sec places in the javelin throw and broad
jump and seconds in the shot put and
ond; Lee, Wahpeton, third.
100 Yd. Dash—10.4 sec.—Murphy, discuss throw. Forseth won first In
MSTC, first; Lindberg, Concordia, the pole vault, and seconds in the
javelin and low hurdles.
second; Steenson, Wahpeton, third.
McGuire and Murphy scored ten
120 Yd. High Hurdles—17.3 sec.—McGuire, MSTC, first; Hopeman, Con points each with two firsts. McGuire
cordia, second; Lockrem, Concordia, won both the high and low hurdles
while Murphy won the 100 and 220
third.
880 Yd. Rim—2 min. 9.6 sec.—Helge yard dashes. Helgeson tallied eight
son, MSTC, first; King, Wahpeton, points with a first in the half mile
and a second in the 440. Campbell
second; McArdle, Concordia, third.
220 Yd. Dash—23.4 sec.—Murphy, placed first in the two-mile run.
Although the meet was held at home,
MSTC, first; Marth, Wahpeton, sec
MSTC had the smallest number of
ond; Steenson, Wahpeton, third.
220 Yd. Low Hurdles—27.4 sec.—Mc- entries with eight. The track was in
Guire, MSTC, first; Forseth, MSTC, excellent condition and the weather
i was favorable. The squad is now
second; Lockrem, Concordia, third.
Pole Vault—11 ft.—Forseth, MSTC, preparing for the NTC conference
first; Hopeman and Temanson, Con meet, to be held at Bemidji May 23.
The complete results appear elsecordia, tied, secnd and third.
High Jump—5 ft. 8 in.—Hopeman, i where on this page.
Two MSTC faculty members will
take an active part in the third Interfaculty Conference of Minnesota state
teachers colleges, which meets at Be
midji May 22-23. Byron D. Murray,
as chairman of the language-literature
division, and Dr. Glenn C. Dildine, as
representative of the science-mathe
matics division, will participate in a
panel discussion at the general session

Max Powers Heads
Dragon Masquers

Tracksters Defeat
Cobbers and fF.S.S.

The next game of the series will be
played sometime next week, again at
the Moorhead park just off Highway
10 in north Moorhead. Watch for no
tices on the exchange bulletin board
for the exact date and time and then
BE THERE and support the team.
The box score:
MSTC
AB R H PA A E
Colmer, cf
4 1 2 2 0 0
Kuhn, 2b
4 0 1 3 4 1
Garven, c
4 12 12 0
Deike, 3b
4 0 1 2 5 0
Malfeo, ss
4 0 0 2 2 0
Har. Erickson, rf
3 0 0 1 0 0
Fett, If
3 1 2 0 0 0
Zuehlsdorff, lb
3 1 0 10 0 0 Concordia, first; Marth, Wahpeton,
McDonald, p
2 110 2 0 second; Muria, Wahpeton; Willey and
Beck, Concordia, tied for third.
Shot Put—40 ft. 4 in.—Willey, Con
Totals
31 5 9 21 15 1
CONCORDIA
AB R H PO A E cordia, first; Nelson, MSTC, second;
Murie, Wahpeton, third.
Salveson. 2b
2
Discus—110 ft. 4 in.—Willey, Con
Rosvold, ss
1
cordia, first; Nelson, MSTC, second;
Hertsgaard, ss
1
Marth, Wahpeton, third.
Mattke, c
2
Broad Jump—19 ft. 1 in. — Nelson,
Dale, 3b
3
MSTC, first; Marth, Wahpeton, sec
Norlin, If
3
ond; Steenson, Wahpeton, third.
Swenson, cf
4
Javelin—160 ft. 5 in.—Nelson, MSTC,
Stensing, rf
3
first; Forseth, MSTC, second; Marth,
Beck, lb
2
Wahpeton, third.
A. Solheim, lb
0
Two Mile—11 min. 40.5 sec.—Camp
Saul, p
3
bell, MSTC, first; Strand, Concordia,
second; Sunstad, Wahpeton, third.
Totals
24 4 4 21 8 1
Concordia
400 000 0—4 4 1
MSTC
005 000 x—5 9 1
Runs batted in—Colmer 2, Garven,
Deike, Zuehlsdorff, Dale 2, Swanson 2.
Two base hits—Colmer, Garven, Deike,
Fet, Dale. Stolen bases—Dale 2, Matt
ke 2. Double play—Malfeo, Kuhn,
Zuehlsdorff. Left on bases—MSTC 6;
F A 15, & o,V N O. D A K.
Concordia 7. Strikeouts—McDonald 1.
Saul 4. Bases on balls— McDonald 6,
Saul 1. Hit batsmen—by McDonald
(Rosvold, Dale, Beck).
Umpires—
Jones and Howard Erickson.

FOR

ICT0RY
^
BUY
\ /« UNITED STATES

BOftOS. STAMPS
A Good Place to Eat

The COLLEGE CLUB
Lunches and Meals
10c—25c—30c
Mrs. August Solicn, Prop.

DAKOTA

The College Grocery
Your Neighborhood Store

FAIRWAY FINE FOODS
Dial 3-0363
, 1012 7th Ave. So.
Open Evenings

NEUBARTH'S
Jewelry

CHILE

Moorhead

Home Made At

Remember the

ALAMO
GOOD COFFEE
706 Center Ave., Moorhead

(Mlennnjis
Moorhead, Minn.

Dresses - Shoes - Hosiery
Lingerie - Coats

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Moorhead, Minn.

Lunches—Meals
Fountain Service

Dial 3-1718

Minnesota

• The City Hall is just across the
Street

Eddies

Pens and Pencils

LEE PHARMACY

Are Hero

Friday, May 15, 1942

THE WESTERN MiSTiC

A General Banking- Business
Transacted
Member of Federal Reserve System
and
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

GROSZ STUDIO
Moorhead, Minnesota

FINE PORTRAITS

Etc.

TEACHERS & STUDENTS
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO COME AND SEE US

FILMS
Roll developed and 16 Prints
Reprints

25c
3c

Friday, May 15, 1942

THE WESTERN MiSTiC

Campus Social Groups Hold
Banquets And Installations
As the year draws to a close dances, Linde, Helen Cushing and Astrid Ros
banquets and the installation of new ier are in charge.
officers are the highlights of the Psi Delta Dance To Be May 21
sororities and fraternities.
Plans for the formal dinner dance
were discussed at the last meeting of
Nelson Named Father Owl
Gordon Nelson, Staples, was named the Psi Delta Kappa. It was decided
father owl at the last meeting of the that the spring dance will be held
fraternity. Other officers are Leon May 21.
ard Johnson, Alexandria, scribe; Tony Pi Mu Phi's Install Officers
Malfeo, Staples, monk; Max Powers,
At a formal meeting of the sorority
Lake City, guardian angel; Bob Fiel
on
Wednesday evening, officers for
der, Staples, outer guard; David Gossthe coming year were installed. Ruth
lee, Moorhead, inner guard.
A committee was appointed to take Powell of Fargo is the new president;
charge of the immediate plans for Ruth Carlson, Felton, scribe.
the spring. Those on the committee
Final arrangements for the formal
are William Corcoran, Colfax; Tom
Snarr, Moorhead, and David Gosslee. dance were made. The dance is to
The rules for using the fraternity be held on Thursday, May 21, at the
rooms for recreation centers were dis American Legion hall.
cussed. It was decided to have a
It was decided to have a sorority
definite list of members to be in
breakfast
on the morning of com
charge of cleaning the roost regularly.
mencement, Friday, May 29. Shirley
AE's Hold Annual Banquet
Installation services were held for M. Peterson, Wheaton, and Helen Aarthe new officers at the annual ban ness, Minneapolis, were named to the
quet in the Hollyhock room at 6:30
menu and place committee.
Wednesday night.
Douglas Murray, Wadena, acted as Dr. F. A.
Dr. J. W.
toastmaster for the evening. Mr. HerTHYSELL
DUNCAN
old Lillywhite, President O. W. Snarr
Dial
3-0913
Dial 3-0311
and Dr. Joseph Schwendemann pre
Physicians
and
Surgeons
sented talks to the group.
Wheeler Blk.
A joint committee of Owls and A. 624 Center Ave.
E.'s initiated action to have the fra
ternity rooms open each afternoon.
The A. E.'s also discussed plans for
the annual spring party which will
be held at the Moorhead country club.
Kenny Jones' orchestra will play for
the dance. Defense stamps will re
place corsages at the dance.
Rosier President of Beta Chi's
Astrid Rosier, Fertile, was elected
president of the Beta Chi sorority for
next year at a meeting held Wednes
day. Other officers include Helen
Legrand, Moorhead, vice president;
Marian Zosel, Wadena, treasurer;
Elaine Schumacher, secretary; intersorority
representative,
Genevieve
Johnson. The new president appoint
ed Jean Betty St. Pierre, Mahnomen,
as rushing captain; Lorrayne Cole
man, Fargo, reporter, and Kay Linde,
Neche, N. D., corresponding secretary.
Reports were made by Kay Baldwin
Frazee, and Jean Betty St. Pierre on
the week end trip.
The sorority's traditional breakfast
for graduates will bo- held on May 29
at 8:30 at the Powers.
A potluck supper will be held at
6:00 in the room on Wednesday. Kay

BUY
DEFENSE
STAMPS
BONDS

KEEP

FLYING

Open Evenings and Sunday
Dial 3-0806
432 10th St. South

1)11. HARVEY M. MONSON

—Dentist—
Above Watermans
602 H Center Ave.
Moorhead

—OPTOMETRIST—
315 Center Ave.
Phone 3-1743
Moorhead, Minn.
DEPENDABLE OPTICAL SERVICE

ISIS THEATRE
Sun.-Tues.

SECOND CHORUS

Dr. G. L. Gosslee
Surgeon

Dr. V. E. Freeman
10 Sixth Street North
Moorhead, Minn.

DR. L. M. DAHL
Dentist
First Nat. Bank Bldg.
Moorhead
Minnesota

TWIN CITY MARKET
Courteous Service,
Better Values
Johnnie Knapp
Marty Kuppich
Dial 3-1519 621 1st Ave. So.
Phone Office 3-1721

GRAND THEATRE
. BLDG.
624 1st Ave. S., Fargo
Also

BEAUTY SHOP

Gins

Monday, May 18
Art exhibit, afternoon
evening
8:15 Ensemble recital

and

Tuesday, May 19
8:00 CoUege campfire group,
gym
8:15 Recital—Jean Erickson,
Esther Gosslee and Monroe
Balkenol

Wednesday, May 20
6:30 Schoolmasters club dinner,
River Inn, Fergus Falls
7:00 Sorority meetings
7:15 Fraternity meetings
8:15 Recital, Molly Preston,
William Payne, Verla Grumm

Thursday, May 21
Psi Delta Kappa—dinner dance
7:00 Faculty meeting

Friday, May 22

Faculty to Bemidji—Inter-fac
ulty conference.
No school for students.

New Officers
Present Program
A program presented by the new
officers of the Newman club was
given Thursday evening in Ingleside.
Under the direction of Tony Malfeo,
Staples, president, plans for next year
were discussed.
A social hour followed the meeting
with Esther Griep, Staples, in charge.

MALVEY
SERVICE STATION

For Information Gn Pictures, Play Dates and Prices
Call the Management of the

GRAND
DIAL 4664

i\/irArADUE7 AP,

Sharbono Elected
TKA President
Leona Mae Sharbono, Mahnomen,
was elected president of the Tau Kap
pa Alpha for the coming year. Other
officers elected were Bernardine Tivis,
Fargo, vice president; and Elaine Mee,
Moorhead, secretary-treasurer.
Formal initiation into membership
of Tau Kappa Alpha was held for
Stan Campbell, Moorhead, and Doro
thy Grettum, Moorhead, last Tuesday,
May 12.

Active YWCA Girls
Receive Corsages
Corsages were presented seniors and
two year sophomores who ha"e been
active in YWCA at a friendship sup
per held in Ingleside.
Reports of the recent convention
held at Valley City, N. Dak., were giv
en by Genevieve Johnson, Hoffman;
Helen Handy, Moorhead; Phyllis Lofgren, Hallock, and Jean Page, Bel
trami.
Installation services were held for
the new officers. They are Genevieve
Johnson, Fern Galbreath, Lisbon, N.
Dak.; Phyllis Lofgren, Gertrude Lar
son, Rothsay, and Beth Kiser, Crookston.

WOLD DRUG

Moorhead

"These Candles Shine," a mission
play was presented to the local LSA
and vistors from Concordia and the
NDAC on Tuesday evening, May 12,
under the direction of Aagot Ueland,
Halstad.
The cast of characters included:
Stanley Campbell, Moorhead; Loren
Kleve, Fertile; Alfred Skare, Halstad;
Arthur Johnke, Frazee; Shirley Utke,
Mapelton; Adeline Dekko, Ada; Donna
Wilkins, Grand Rapids; Margaret
Christiansen, Spring Valley; Ro-'
Holte, Battle Lake, and Ruth Liudanl,
Kindred, N. D.
A social meeting was held in Iuglq*
; side, after the play. May Opgrand,
Halstad. in behalf of the LSA pre
sented Miss May Tangen, Moorhead,
the advisor, a gift of appreciation of
her work with the group this year.
Emily Nelson, Elbow Lake, and Gert
rude Larson, Rothsay, served lunch.

For Victory...
Buy

U. S . D E F E N S E

BONDS
STAMPS

Minnesota

—DENTIST—
Dial 3-0511
American State Bank Bldg.

For a Visit, a Lunch or a Meal

THE BLUE BIRD COFFEE SHOP
E. M. PETERSON
618 Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota

L. A. BENSON

AMERICAN STATE BANK
Moorhead, Minn.

Dial 3-1612

A Friendly Home-Owned Institution
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Everyone Should Have
First Aid Knowledge
In case of an accident which
results in serious injury to any
one, the first thing to do is to send
Cor a physician. But until the doc
tor comes there are many emergen
cy measures to be taken, all de
pending upon the nature of the
injury. Ignorance or helplessness
on the part of bystanders lias cost
many a life, or led to serious after
effects. Herein lies the value of
knowing what to do in an emer
gent v. FIRST AID, a 32-page au
thoritative publication, is handily
indexed for quick reference. Get
youi copy of this publication now.
so you will know what to do when
the emergency arises. Ten cents,
postpaid.
X —USE THIS COUPON—
The Fargo Forum
Frederic J. Haskin, Director,
Washington, D. C.
In enclose herewith TEN CENTS
in coin (carefully wrapped in paper)
for a copy of the FIRST AID
BOOKLET.

Mission Play
Given By LSA

DR. LEO MOOS

Meet Your Friends At
Our Fountain

TYDOL GASOLINE
VEEDOL MOTOR OIL

Consult Us For Quality Materials

Building Supplies, Paints, Fuel

{

CENTRAL LUMBER CO.

Sixth Street and First Avenue

Moorhead, Minnesota

BUSINESS TRAINING
The demand for trained workers is far greater than the supply. There
are ten positions for every qualified worker.
Why not take a course in business training and in a few months be
ready for a position that will pay a worth-while salary twelve months
out of the year and give opportunities for advancement?
If interested in a course in business training, call at the office,
phone 2-2477, or write for particulars.

INTERSTATE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Fargo, N. Dak.
FOR

Name

GRADE A DAIRY PRODUCTS

Street or Rural Route
City
State
(Mail to Washington, D. C.)

NORTHERN LIGHTS
With the weather settling down,
it is not so difficult to chatter about
track and thinly clad boys pros
pects.

The Rexall Store
A. S. Sigurdson
Owner

Let Us Help You Arrange Your Party

ctatc

Geography council trip
Campfire girls outing

In talking a few minutes with the
Dragon Mentor, he says that any
one that does not believe that the
Scarlet and White will be a cinderpath threat is soaking wet.

MOORHEAD DRUG
Co.

Close your School Year Activities by getting the
GANG together for a swell time at the Movies . . .
You'll remember it always! !

DIAL 4152

Saturday, May 16

CARDS

NOWis the TIME
for a THEATRE PARTY!

FARGO

11:00 Assembly for graduates,
Weld
8:15 Recital—Corinne John
son, Helen Handy

At the Dragon Relays Ed's boys
got into the swing and the look
outs in the sports conning-towers
are watching his prospects.

and

With

Friday, May 15

707 First Ave. So.

,We Invite You To Our
New Location

ERNEST PEDERSON

Fred A staire
Paulette Goddard

LINCOLN GROCERY

BERG'S BARBER
SHOP

Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted

May 17-19

Everything in Groceries, School
Supplies, Candies and Ice Cream

Calendar of Events

That Are Pure, Fresh and Wholesome

DIAL 3-1385

CASS CLAY CO-OP CREAMERY COMPANY
Minnesota

Moorhead

For Your Winter Fuel Requirements

DIAL 3-1375
For Prompt and Courteous Service

THOMPSON YARDS, INC.

And after watching the Dragons
perform, we believe Ed's boys will
be able to hold their own when the
Battle of the Seanties is on.

Moorhead

Sweat Pants, pair
Sweat Shirts, each
Track Shoes, pair

FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS

$150
1.05
4.50

Northern
School
Supply Co.

Minnesota

Assures You of FINE QUALITY—
They are used in your dining room and are for sale by
all the leading dealers.
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk, cream,
butter, elieese, eggs,* ice cream.
Tor
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